Abstract. The fifth generation (5G) cellular wireless networks are heterogeneous networks that will provide higher data rates, enhanced quality-of-experience (QoE) and reduced latency. Interference is one of the main problems in such systems. In this paper, a proposed cross-tier uplink interference alignment algorithm for coexisting two-tier networks is introduced. First at each receiver, the sum of the square of the channel gains from each macro user to this receiver is calculated and the average of these values is taken as a threshold. Macro users whose sum values are greater than this threshold are selected and aligned at the femto receiver. This alignment is performed by using precoders at the transmitters. Then, Zero Forcing technique is applied at the receivers in order to null the aligned interference signals. Numerical results demonstrate the superior performance of the proposed algorithm.
Introduction
The 5G networks will consist of nodes/cells with heterogeneous characteristics and capacities (e.g., macrocells, small cells [such as femtocells and picocells], Device to Device (D2D) user equipment [UE] which is based on the direct communication between two mobile users without traversing the Base Station (BS) or the core network) , which will result in a multi-tier architecture. Due to increasing complexity in network management and coordination among multiple network tiers, the network nodes will have the capability of self-organization (e.g., autonomous load balancing, interference minimization, spectrum allocation, power adaptation etc.) [16] . Also, a UE can have simultaneous active connections to more than one base station (BS) or access point (AP) using the same or different radio access technologies (RATs). The heterogeneous nodes (e.g., UEs, BSs, smart machines, wearable devices etc.) can be integrated through a unified (possibly cloud-based) network to provide seamless connectivity. The communication efficiency in 5G systems will be improved by incorporating techniques such as coordinated multipoint (CoMP) joint transmission and reception, network-assisted interference cancellation and suppression, spectrum reuse (e.g., non-orthogonal multiple access), and three-dimensional or fulldimensional MIMO [1] . In addition, the use of a large number of remote radio heads (RRHs) connected to central processing nodes (e.g., clouds) with the high-speed backhaul/fronthaul is also envisioned [14] .
As shown in Figure 1 -1, the 5G cellular will be a mulit-tier heterogeneous network consisting of macrocells along with a large number of low power nodes such as (small cells, relays, remote radio heads [RRHs] ) along with the provisioning for Peer to Peer (P2P) where interconnected nodes ("peers") share resources with each other without the use of a centralized administrative system (such as D2D and Machine to Machine (M2M) in which devices communicate directly using any communication channel) communication. The deployments of heterogeneous nodes in 5G systems will significantly have much higher density than today's conventional single-tier (e.g., macrocell) networks [1] . The heterogeneity of different classes of BSs (e.g., macrocells and small cells) provides flexible coverage area and improves spectral efficiency. By reducing the size of the cell, the area spectral efficiency is increased through higher spectrum reuse. Additionally, the coverage can be improved by deploying small cells indoors (such as home, office buildings, public vehicles etc.). Wireless P2P communication (e.g., D2D/M2M communication among UEs and autonomous sensors/actuators) underlaying cellular architecture can significantly increase the overall spectrum and energy efficiency of the network. In addition, the network-controlled P2P communications in 5G systems will allow other nodes (such as relay or M2M gateway), rather than the macrocell BS, to control the communications among P2P nodes. Given that the inter-tier and intra-tier interferences are well managed, the adoption of multiple tiers in the cellular network architecture will provide better performance in terms of coverage, capacity, spectral efficiency, and power consumption [8] .
The co-operation of heterogeneous networks with different characteristics and capacities results in a multi-tier architecture that has the advantages of providing higher data rates, reduced latency and enhanced quality of experience but, this multi-tier architecture causes an interference problem. Interference occurs when a certain receiver receives signals from un-intended transmitters and this causes degradation in the system performance. Hence, in order to maintain a high system performance with a high Quality of Service (QoS), the interference problem should be solved. Interference Alignment (IA) is one of the solutions, by applying IA, the interference signals at the undesired receiver are aligned in the same sub-space. Interference suppression techniques are then applied to suppress the aligned interference signals.
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S. Imam, A. El-Mahdy In order to reduce the load on the wireless cellular networks and increase the data rates, femtocells are designed. Femtocells are small base stations which are aimed to serve home users [3] . Femtocell base stations are cheap devices installed to cover small geographical areas [11] . This will accordingly decrease the macrocell load hence, the number of macrocell base stations (MBSs) required to cover the wireless network will decrease. Also, since femtocells cover small areas, the wireless network capacity will be increased. [7] 155 Interference Cancellation Techniques in Heterogeneous Networks Figure 1 -2 represents a femtocell network, it's shown in this figure that there is a connection between the base station of the femtocell and the internet via a broadband router. This means that the femtocell users (FUs) is able to use the internet backhaul which has an advantage in reducing the load on the macrocell. Also, the connection between the Femto Base Stations (FBSs) and the internet allows the operation of femtocells in any area where the internet backhaul is available. Even if there is no cellular backhaul, femtocells will be able to provide cellular coverage using the internet backhaul. Femtocells have another advantage in improving the network coverage since they cover a small area. This helps in increasing the QoS especially in rural areas where the indoor network coverage is very poor. In Fig. 1-3 , the cells which are compared are the macrocell, microcell, femtocell and picocell. As shown in the figure, femtocell has the smallest coverage area compared to the other cells.
Femtocells have another advantage that they can be purchased and installed by the end user without the need of any infrastructure. This fact makes their construction easy and cheap. While other types of cells such as picocells, microcells and macrocells are not that easy to be constructed and maintained since their construction should be done by the network operator. But, this makes it easy to deal with the interference problem by applying interference management and scheduling methods. While in the case of femtocells, interference management is more complex due to the fact that femtocells are installed anywhere randomly by their users.
Also, the devices of the femtocell users have a longer battery life because the femtocells coverage areas are small hence, the FBSs are operating with a low power and near to their users.
Co-operation between the macrocell and the femtocells is essential by sharing the frequency band since the frequency is an expensive and a limited resource. In Fig. 1-4 , different spectrum access types for femtocells are shown.
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S. Imam, A. El-Mahdy As shown in the figure, three types of spectrum access are available. These types are dedicated, co-channel and hybrid access [17] . The dedicated access isn't a preferred access type from the point of view of the spectrum efficiency since, in this spectrum access type, the femtocells and the macrocell have different frequency bands. But, on the other side, this reduces the interference that could happen between the two types of cells. The second spectrum access type (co-channel access) allows sharing the same frequency band by the femtocells and the macrocell. This makes the spectrum efficiency high but, high interference could happen hence, intelligent interference management techniques should be applied. In the hybrid spectrum access, macrocell and the femtocells are operating using different frequency bands. But, if the load on the macrocell is increased, macrocell is allowed to share the femtocells frequency bands.
The hybrid spectrum access made the researchers think of giving the macrocell and the femtocells users the permission to access the spectrum which they called open and closed access. The open access allows the access of all base stations regardless it's a MBS or a FBS by all operator subscribers. While the closed access gives the access to a small number of subscribers [15] .
In order to maintain high spectrum efficiency, femtocells should share the frequency resources with the macrocell and this will result in a cross-tier interference problem. Due to the fact that femtocells are deployed anywhere randomly within the macrocell, this crosstier interference problem becomes very challenging and intelligent interference management techniques should be applied.
Concerning the uplink interference at the FBSs due to the macrocell users (MUs): If the MU is far away from the MBS, it will send its data with a high power, thus, if at the same time, this MU is near to a FBS, the interference at the FBS will be very high as illustrated in figure 1-5. [7] In [5] , interference problem due to macrocell users at the femtocell receivers is addressed. In order to align the interference signals, the macrousers cooperate with the nearest femtocell receivers. Then, Zero Forcing technique is applied to null the aligned interference. In [9] , uplink and downlink interference problems in a cellular network with multiple cells are 158 S. Imam, A. El-Mahdy addressed and IA is applied. Relays are used to solve the intercell interference and Zero Forcing technique is applied to solve the intracell interference problem. In [6] , In order to align the interference, first, the users try to detect the receivers at which they are causing interference then, they design precoders to make the interference signals aligned at the receivers. At each receiver, the users which cause the highest interference are selected to be aligned. In multiuser interference networks, clustering is used to gather the users then, IA technique is applied to these clusters. Clustering is done for networks whose channels are asymmetric. Users which cause high interference are clustered and relatively weak interference can be considered as noise [4] , [2] . In heterogeneous networks, the most dominant interference to the macro users is the inter macro user interference and the pico users suffer mainly from the interference due to the macro base station and the inter picocell interference. IA is applied to solve the interference problem where the inter macro user interference is reduced by designing the precoding matrix at the macro base station and interference suppression matrices at the macro users. Pico base stations precoding matrices are formed such that inter picocell interference is aligned with the highest interference coming from the macro base station (cross-layer interference). Interference suppression matrices of the pico users eliminate the aligned interference. In order to decrease the interference at the pico users, power allocation is applied on the macro base station [10] , [18] . IA can improve the sum rate in cognitive radio in which the secondary users send their data using the same frequency band of the primary users. At the primary receivers, minimizing the distance between the subspace of the signal received from the secondary transmitters and the interference subspace is also a technique to decrease the interference [12] .
Interference Alignment (IA)
In any communication system, the receiver aims to receive the signal transmitted by its desired transmitter only, each receiver tries to get rid of the interference signals coming from the other un-desired transmitters by using the minimum number of dimensions. So, in order to get rid of the interference signals, each receiver aligns all the interferers together in a lower dimensional subspace. Figure 1-7 shows the idea of IA in a 3 users interference channel. As shown in the figure, each receiver aligns two signals which are the interference signals due to the two un-desired transmitters. For instance, receiver 1 aligns the signals coming from transmitters 2 and 3 in a subspace different from its desired signal (transmitted by transmitter 1) subspace. The same concept is applied at receivers 2 and 3.
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Contribution and Organization
In this journal paper, the macrocell users that cause high interference on the FBS are selected, for each macrouser, the sum of the square of the channel gains from this macrouser to the FBS is calculated. The average of these sum values is taken as a threshold then, macrocell users whose sum values exceed the threshold are selected. The selected interference signals are then aligned at the FBSs. The aligned signals are suppressed using Minimum Mean Squared Error (MMSE) and Zero Forcing (ZF) suppression techniques. Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) is used to measure the system performance and compare it to another selection method. The system performance is measured in terms of the Signal to Interference Ratio (SIR) and the system capacity. In the next section, the system model and its corresponding parameters are presented. In section 3, the proposed interference cancellation algorithm is explained. Section 4 shows the simulations and obtained results. In the last section, the conclusions and the recommended future work are given.
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System model
where the first term represents the signals coming from the users of the k th femtocell, the second term represents the signals coming from the users of the other femtocells which is considered as interference, the third term is the interference due to macrocell users and the last term is the noise at the k th FBS.
pfu is the power transmitted from the f th user in the u th femtocell. For the same tier, all users are assumed to transmit the same power and this power value is fixed. 
I.
Any transmitted message signal element of or belongs to the following set: {+1,-1} and is chosen randomly with equal probability where f = 1,...,F, u = 1,...,Uf and m = 1,...,M. pfu is the power transmitted from the f th user in the u th femtocell and poj is the power transmitted from the j th macro user. For the same tier, all users are assumed to transmit the same power and this power value is fixed. For all mobile users, the precoding matrices satisfy tr( ) = tr( ) = 1 where j belongs to the following set {1,…, M}, k belongs to {1,…, F} and u belongs to {1,…, Uk}. tr(A) represents the trace of a square matrix A which is defined as the sum of the elements on the main diagonal. Interference Cancellation Techniques in Heterogeneous Networks 
Proposed Interference cancellation algorithm
The interference cancellation algorithm is done through three phases. The first phase is the selection of the macrocell users which will be aligned at the femto base stations. Afterwards, the selected interference signals will be aligned together at the femto base stations. The third phase is the suppression of the aligned interferers. The three phases are explained in sections 3.1, 2 and 3.3 respectively.
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Proposed Macrocell Users Selection
In this section, the selection method of the macrocell users which will be aligned at the femtocell receivers is explained. The ideal scenario is to align all the macrocell users at each femto receiver in order to solve the interference problem but, this couldn't be done since the number of antennas at the femtocell receiver limits the maximum number of the signals which will be aligned. Therefore, some macrocell users should be selected from the total macrocell users to be aligned at the femto receivers. This selection is done as follows: First, at each femto receiver, the sum of the square of the channels gains from each macro user to this receiver is calculated and the average of those sum values is calculated and taken as a threshold. This threshold yields the alignment of the least number of interference signals to maintain the system performance with a low complexity. The channel from the m th macro user to the k th FBS is represented by = � . If M > , the macrouser m will be selected to be aligned at the femto receiver k. 
Cross-tier Interference Alignment
The second step is to align the selected interference signals at each FBS. So, at each FBS, we define the subspace which the selected interference signals will span. Note that at each FBS, all the selected interference signals must span the same subspace in order to be aligned. The basis of the subspaces chosen for alignment at each PR are represented by the columns of the matrices V1, V2,…., VF. Hence, each column of is a linear combination of the columns of Vk where k is the FBS at which the interference will be aligned and j belongs to the selected interferers set [7] . Let = [ 
.1 can be expressed as linear matrix equations as:
Where d blocks of form the block diagonal matrix � as follows:
Let a matrix Akj be represented as in the following equation:
Then, the matrix of coefficients � is as follows:
where × is the identity matrix of dimensions × and ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product
Then, the interference alignment is done using the algorithm described in Table 3 .1: The matrices and V1, V2,…., VF are initialized where k =1,…, F and j = 1,…, M. The initialized elements are taken independently from the standard normal distribution with zero mean and a unit variance.
2
The vectors 1 , 2 , … , are formed according to the following:
, where is the set of PRs at which the j th SU will be aligned. These vectors must also satisfy the following: tr(( ) ) = 1, so that each SU has a transmit power which equals tr(( � ) � ) = .
3
The precoding matrices 1 , 2 , … . are formed using the vectors 1 , 2 , … . .
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4
The vectors 1 , 2 , … , are determined by fixing the precoding matrices and applying the following equation:
where is the selected secondary users at primary receiver k.
5
For k =1,…, F and j = 1,…, M , the matrix is constructed as follows: First, the following equation is formed for a given , and :
6
Repeat the previous steps (from step 2 to step 5) until convergence.
Convergence is measured by the total leaked interference from all the PRs and SUs denoted by L.
In step 6 in the previous table, L can be expressed by the following equation:
L is decreased after each iteration, until it stopes to be decreased. In section 4, it will be shown that L almost reaches its minimum value (zero) in a limited number of iterations. Hence, convergence occurs.
This cross-tier IA algorithm is a distributed algorithm because each MU requires to know the channel between it and all the receivers which is causing interference at them. This channel knowledge is essential so that the MU can design its precoding vector. In order to apply the alignment, the MU needs to know � as well.
Precoders and Decoders Design for Femtocells
For the primary users, the precoding and decoding matrices are formed based on different techniques. If � denotes the estimated signal for user j in the k th femtocell and denotes the decoding matrix of this user, then � can be represented as follows:
The interference due to other femtocells is treated as noise for simplicity, this noise is as follows:
Subsections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 explain the two techniques used to design the precoders and decoders of the femtocells.
Minimum Mean Squared Error (MMSE) based Precoders and Decoders Design
For the primary users, the precoders and decoders are designed based on the Minimum Mean Squared Error (MMSE) technique. For the k th PR, the sum mean squared error is as follows:
Let � be the covariance matrix of � (the interference due to other femtocells) then, according to [13] , the decoding and precoding matrices are as follows: Where = 1, … , and is determined to satisfy the following condition tr(( ) ) = 1 so that the femtocell users transmission power satisfy tr(( � ) � ) = .
Zero Forcing (ZF) based Precoders and Decoders Design
When ZF is applied on the aligned interference signals, the interference is nulled at the receivers. Let {n
According to [5] , the decoding and precoding matrices in which the ZF technique is applied are expressed as follows:
Where = 1, … , and is determined to satisfy the following condition tr(( ) ) = 1 so that the femtocell users transmission power satisfy tr(( � ) � ) = .
Simulations and Results
The performance of the proposed IA algorithms is measured in terms of the SIR (calculated in dB), where the interference here refers to the cross-tier interference due to the macrocell users at the FBSs. SIR is calculated in dB by 10 log 10 (1 + / ). Where is the desired signal power (measured in Watts) and is the interference signal power (measured in Watts). Also, the capacity is used to measure the system performance. The capacity represents the highest rate at which information can be reliably transmitted. Usually, the performance is evaluated by the Bit Error Rate (BER). The BER is defined as the ratio between the number of incorrect bits to the total number of transmitted bits. In our simulations, the performance is measured using Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF). Where the CDF of a realvalued random variable X evaluated at x, is the probability that X will take a value less than or equal to x
The results are compared to another user selection method which aligns all the possible interferers. In other words, the user selection method which our results are compared to aligns all the interference signals that are causing the highest effect at the femto receiver. But, if the number of those interference signals exceeds the number of receive antennas, interference signals are arranged in a descending order then, the alignment is done for a number of interference signals equals to the number of receive antennas taken from the descending order starting from the highest interferer.
In this work, the simulations parameters are as shown in the following table. 
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Hence, our system model can be represented as in Fig. 4-1 . In this figure, at any FBS, the solid arrows represent the desired signal transmitted by its femtocell users. While, the interference due to the other femtocells is represented by the dash-dot arrows. Dashed arrows represent the cross-tier interference signals due to the macrocell users.
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S. Imam, A. El-Mahdy 4-2 shows the convergence of the proposed selective IA algorithm applied on the macro users. It is shown from this figure that as the number of iterations increases, the total leaked interference decreases until convergence occurs. At the fourth iteration, the total leaked interference is 0.1449 mW which is very close to zero.
According to the IA algorithm applied in this paper to align the macrocell users signals at the FBSs, when we fix 1 ,……, and tried to get 1 ,….
as step 2 in the algorithm represented by table 3.1, the value of is decreased according to the first term in equation (3.7) . The same scenario is repeated when 1 ,….
are fixed and step 4 in table 3.1 is applied to get 1 ,……, and the value of the L is decreased according to the second term in equation (3.7) . Hence, after each iteration L is decreased, and since it's bounded below by zero, convergence occurs.
Our numerical results show that the leakage interference converges to a value very close to zero as shown in Fig. 4-2 . This convergence happens after a number of four iterations only. Fig. 4-3 shows the CDF of the SIR using the highest selection IA algorithm applying MMSE technique to suppress the aligned interference signals. As shown in the figure, when IA is applied, the SIR is increased and accordingly the system performance is improved.
The system capacity is measured using CDF for the cases when the highest selection IA algorithm applying MMSE technique is applied and when no IA algorithm is used in Fig. 4-4 . The results show that the system capacity which is calculated as log 2 (1 + / ) is improved when IA is applied. 
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In Fig. 4-5 , the CDF of the SIR using the proposed average selection IA algorithm applying MMSE technique to suppress the aligned interference signals is shown. It's clear in this figure that when the proposed IA is applied, the SIR is increased. For instance, at CDF=0.5, the SIR is increased by around 10 dB. Fig. 4-6 represents the system capacity when the proposed average selection IA algorithm applying MMSE technique to suppress the aligned interference signals is applied and when no IA is applied measured by CDF. As shown in the figure, there is an increase in the system capacity when the proposed IA is applied. This increase is around 0.2 b/s/Hz at CDF=0.5.
The CDF of the Signal to Interference Ratio by using the average selection IA applying Zero Forcing technique is shown in Fig. 4-7 . SIR is increased significantly when this proposed IA method is applied. That's because ZF nulls the interference signals at the femto receivers. For example at CDF=0.5, SIR using the proposed IA method is approximately 0 dB while, without IA, SIR is around -18 dB. This means that SIR is increased by around 18 dB. So, average selection IA is less complex than the highest selection IA due to the fact that it aligns less interferers. Hence, the performance when applying the average selection IA is very close to the highest selection IA and with a lower complexity which is the advantage of applying the average selection IA.
In Fig. 4-10 , the system capacity when applying the proposed IA algorithms is compared using CDF. The results show that ZF results in higher capacities than MMSE suppression technique. Moreover, when applying the same suppression technique on the average selection IA and the highest selection IA, the capacity values are very close to each other.
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Conclusions and Future Work
Conclusions
The co-operation of networks with different characteristics and capacities is the main idea of heterogeneous networks which can provide higher data rates, reduced latency and enhanced QoS. However, this networks co-operation results in a multi-tier architecture which suffers mainly from interference.
Femtocells have many advantages as they cover small geographical areas to serve home users with a low cost which reduces the load on the macrocell.
In this paper, a cross-tier uplink interference alignment algorithm has been proposed to reduce the macrocell users interference signals at the femtocells receivers. Since the proposed algorithm align the macrocell users signals whose channels impacts are above a certain threshold, this algorithm is less complex than the one which aligns all the possible interference signals.
Due to the fact that the aligned interference signals are nulled at the receiver using the ZF technique, simulation results show that the proposed algorithm outperforms the other IA algorithms as it significantly increases the SIR and the system capacity.
Future Work
In this paper, the interference due to other femtocells users was treated as noise for simplicity. For the future work, it's recommended to use the proposed average selection IA applying ZF at the FBSs to reduce the cross-tier interference due to macrocell users while taking into consideration the interference due to other femtocells users and trying to mitigate this interference as this will improve the system performance.
It's also recommended to apply the proposed algorithm to reduce the cross-tier downlink interference at the femtocells users. Moreover, it's recommended to evaluate the complexity in a mathematical form.
